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Dear friends,!
Today it is so cloudy and rainy here
in Central Europe, more precisely
in my little town in southern
Germany. And suddenly my
mailbox is announcing a new
message. A message from Chris,
my brother who is the first Explorer
who joined our FNE/FSE
movement in the United States,
asking me for a little word in order
to launch this newsletter. What a
sunshine falling in my heart!!

!

I spontaneously remember the
exciting camps I could share with
you last summer! My soul is looking
into the joyful eyes of you, the guides and explorers of NorthAmerica, my sisters and brothers on the other side of the big
Ocean, but always and closely united to my heart by one common
explorer law, one promise, and one faith.!

!

I am so proud to be the Federal Commissioner of our movement
in these days when our movement is conquering the hearts of
dozens and hundreds of families and parishes throughout North
America. Your faith and your loyalty to our original Baden Powell
scouting are so precious in today's world where people are thirsty
to discover the Sacred Heart of Jesus.!
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In half a year the European jamboree (Eurojam) with 10,000
guides and explorers from the United States, Canada, Europe
and even Eastern Asia will take place in France, the country who
has done so much for helping peoples to discover the Sacred
Heart of our Lord. In Lisieux, where Saint Thérèse of the Infant
Jesus taught us the little path to holiness, we are going to
consecrate our movement and every single guide and explorer to
the Heart of Jesus. Whether you will be there or not, I invite you
to share this spiritual adventure together with all your brothers
and sisters in exploring around the world.!

!

You will discover the fruits of this consecration while spreading
our movement in the vastness of your beautiful countries. Invite
your classmates to join your patrol, your den, your troop, or your
unit. Jesus calls you - yes, you personally - for this great mission.
Do not hesitate. Get inspired by this magnificent newsletter. I
dedicate it to Saint Paul who has written huge parts of the new
testament. May this newsletter fructify in the same way for the
sake of the Kingdom of Christ!!

!
!
!

Duc in altum!!
Yours in Exploring!
Martin Hafner!
Federal Commissioner
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God's Little Valley Girl: Sister Grey
Fox of New Hampshire's Mount
Monadnock FNE Group

Catholic Exploring
for the whole
family!

!

By Sister Marie Gabrielle (Sister Akela) 	

Hailing from the much-stereotyped San Fernando Valley in Los Angeles, Sister Maria
Rosaria, MICM, had no intention of growing up to be a leader within an international
youth movement. But then, God’s ways are not our ways….	


!
!

Her History	

Starting out as a Daisy at five years old, this enterprising little freckle-faced valley girl
was destined to spend the next ten years of her life moving up through the ranks in the
Girl Scouts of America. Camping was her all-time favorite thing to do; (how anyone
manages to camp in L.A. is still a mystery to some of us). She was working towards
earning her Gold Award when she up and decided to switch coasts, abandoning her
sunny California for a week’s vacation in New Hampshire (where the cows were not
nearly so happy). Once there, Sister met up with… the Sisters! She became a boarder at
Immaculate Heart of Mary School for her senior year and entered the Order of the
Slaves of the Immaculate Heart of
Mary as a postulant the summer
after her graduation, thus giving
up any further ambitions to life as
a Girl Scout… or so she thought.	


!
!

A Celestial Curve Ball	

Fast forward seven years. Barely a
year and a half after professing her
Final Vows, Sister Maria Rosaria
was told that the St. Benedict
Center, disturbed by the changes
taking place in other long time
established youth organizations,
would now be buying into a different
program—and she would be one of the leaders. Upon closer inspection of the
Federation of North American Explorers movement, Sister couldn’t help but be
impressed. “This is what the original movement used to be about!” she said. “Knowing
their Law and holding to it.” As a religious with a high appreciation for her Rule, Sister
saw clearly how obeying the Explorer Law would in fact be teaching girls to be good
Catholics at the same time they were learning virtue on the natural level.	


!
!

An Intriguing Opportunity	

The more Sister studied about the leadership position she was soon to take with the
handful of young ladies in the SBC community who had signed up, the more she was
edified, even excited. Here was an opportunity to bring out the girls’ potential, to bolster
their confidence, to help them realize the value of the special gifts with which God had
endowed each of them. “And the best part is that all this is done in the form of games!”
Here was an easy way to encourage girls to live their Faith in a way that was fun, and
therefore more real to them. Here also was her chance to sell them on the ideals of a
devotion for which Sister herself had great love: Our Lady of America.	


!
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We live our Catholic faith
through this program and
invite you to live the
adventure with us. Contact
us today for info on our
programs for girls and boys!
FNE General Commissioner:
paul.ritchi@gmail.com
FNE Envoy to the GC for US
Growth:
cwhasson@verizon.net
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Our Lady of America	

In 1956, a little nun of Rome City, Indiana wrote these astonishing words: “Our Lady made known to me that she is particularly
interested in the youth of our nation. It is they who are to be the leaders of his movement of renewal on the face of the earth. Their
ranks will be swelled by the youths of other nations whom Our Lady also call to help in the accomplishment of this great renewal. But
the youth must be ready….”	


!

Semper Parati (always ready). This was the motto of the FNE The
connection couldn’t be mere coincidence. The approved apparition
of Our Lady of America, stressed that Her children in our country
needed to have great purity of heart. Wasn’t this, too, an essential
point of the FNE? Didn’t the white of their flag symbolize the purity
of God’s Faith winning out over the black of evil beneath it? Did not
one of the three fingers held up in the Explorer salute stand for
purity? Is it any wonder, then, that Sister Maria Rosaria made Our
Lady of America the patroness of her troop?	


!
!

Why “Grey Fox”?	

When faced with the daunting task of choosing a new name for
herself (again!), Sister Maria Rosaria had an unusual source of
inspiration—General Robert E. Lee, who was lauded by Teddy
Roosevelt as being, “the very greatest of all the
great captains that the English-speaking peoples have brought forth.”
And, believe it or not, his nickname was Grey Fox. “He was a born
leader,” she explained. His method was that of a man determined to
bring out the best in his men by tactfully putting them in positions of
responsibility and seeing to it that they rose to the occasion. Like Lee,
Sister was determined to draw out the strengths in her girls… hence her
new name.	


This then, is the
way to keep our
youth in love with
their faith...

!
!

Six Months Later	

Having now held biweekly meetings since early September, Sister Grey Fox is beginning to taste some of the
fruits of her work with her six teenage Explorers—they’re happy. The lessons of solid Catholic piety taught in
the home, and of doctrine taught in their catechism classes, are now being applied in a whole new way: games
and laughter and an unspeakably delightful spirit of camaraderie. This, then, is the way to keep our youth in
love with their Faith, to prepare them for whatever Our Lady has in store for them in later years. This, then, is
why God turned His little Valley Girl from a Daisy into a Grey Fox. 	


!
!
!
!

!

Semper Deo gratias et Mariae!	


A Catholic Adventure
By Chris Hasson	

A French priest who spent some time in the US once wrote:
"Taking the Explorer road means renouncing a certain "too
easy" way of life, which is a gain for your spiritual life. The
heroes and the Saints are not those who stay comfortably at
home, sitting in a sofa with air conditioning and all the benefits
of technology. Taking the Explorer road is answering Our
Lord's call: If any man will follow me, let him deny himself, and
take up his cross, and follow me". 	


!
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While Lord Baden Powell has as his five aims the development
of health, character, service, ability and sense of God, the
highest ideal for him was citizenship. For this Catholic
adventure we live as Explorers, we have the added dimension
that is summed up in three words that our founder Paul Ritchi
says is our reason to be: "to save souls". In this aim, we hope to
offer a way to guide the lost, and to affirm the path toward
sainthood for any who will take up their cross and walk in the
footsteps with Our Lord. Baden-Powell said of Ven. Fr. Jacques
Sevin, who founded the Catholic Scouts of France in 1920, that
his realization and implementation of his ideals and method
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were the best of anyone Baden-Powell had known. We are
It's unlike anything else, and an Explorer is synonymous with a
fortunate to stand on the shoulders of giants. We don't, and
free man or woman who lives the simple life out in the open.	

never have sought to create our own
method here, but rather strive daily to live
We develop our skills together, and we must
the Explorer Law as our FSE brothers and
never forget the journey. On the road, we men
sisters do every day, and live the method
and women who have endeavored to blaze the
that has meant so much, to so many, to
trail here in North America for this ingenious
the fullest. Our development is one of
method, have travelled a long way at times, and
learning how to do this. Our previous
have even had some hardships along the way.
federal commissioner Zbigniew Minda
But we've come to understand true brotherhood.
taught us, that our task is to "create a
It's on the road, as rovers, and wayfarers, living
space of freedom for the young, where
the Gospel to each other and to the children we
they can learn that the great adventure of
care for that we realize this bond. There is no
their lives is the one they live with God".
life like the life of the Explorer. For a Catholic
We know we have a long way to go to learn
boy or girl, or man or woman, there is nothing
and live this method here. That's because it's not something we
that comes close to the life we can live as part of this movement.
can just read in a manual. We must live it in the open spaces.
It is truly a Catholic adventure, one of depth and developed
We must be willing to be free men who live the simple life. It is
pedagogy that reaches to the very heart and soul of the boy and
in this simplicity, the shedding of all the trappings of modern
draws out the best in them, to help them to become the man who
life that we come to rely on each other as brothers in the wild,
is truly able to live his Catholic faith in the desert of bleak
caring for one another as brothers in Christ, which forces us to
modernity. 	

do what we may not otherwise do. In that life, we focus
everything upwards, towards our anchor and center of our lives,
Who will take up this call and walk the path with us? So far, a
which is Christ Our Lord. If we can love more
few have. This year, we've been blessed to add to our
fully up, then our ability to love those around us is
brotherhood men and women around North America.
We must be
enhanced and expanded. Our family life too
New groups in Toronto, and Ottawa, Wisconsin, New
willing to be free Hampshire, Maine, Florida, Georgia, Texas,
becomes one of service, where we pour ourselves
out for our spouse and children. And we'll serve
men who live the California, and a number of other places in varying
those in our charge, seeing to it that we take care
degrees of development. Our brotherhood will be
simple life.
of our own spiritual house, so we can help teach
better for it. Each one of these groups has proceeded,
the boys to live an adventure, where they become
because they've desired this way of life. We were not
men with their house in order. Is this the easy road? Certainly
founded in response to a crisis elsewhere, but we sought out this
not. I've only been on this road for three years now, by the
movement proactively, desiring the ends that we believe it is
Grace of God and the kindness and generosity of a man I am
capable of producing, and for the journey we knew it would
blessed to call a friend and my general commissioner who has
make possible to us. To be an Explorer on this continent, is to
helped us have many days of joy together in the space of
be something new. To be a Catholic, who knows the meaning of
freedom we create for ourselves. 	

service, and who while whistling and smiling under all
difficulties, will live
To be an
the Explorer law and
Explorer in
carry it in his heart for
North
life, being "always
America, is to
ready" for the next
be Catholic,
adventure that will
explore our
come his way. He is
faith, the gift
born for combat as
of nature God
Pope Leo XII said, but
has given to
is at heart a poet, who
us, our modes
can express himself,
of expression,
sing and who's eyes
and our
should reflect the joy
relationship to
that lives deep within
each other.
his soul.

!

!

!

He who would lead, must serve
THE EXPLORER
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SEMPER PARATI	

A letter from Fr. Hugues Beaugrand, FSSP
1st Sacramento FNE St. Stephen Explorer Troop

!

In the beginning of the civil new year, I would like to wish to
your groups a happy and holy new year.

These stories came from the time when Chivalry meant service.
They formed that link that we, ourselves, are living today.

There is one thing that we should pray every single time we
tighten our buckle; that is Semper Parati.

Principles and law

What does it mean?
The exact and proper
translation is “Be
Ready”! An Explorer is
someone who prepares
himself to “Be Ready”.
He wants to realize his
mission: “The Explorer
is made to serve and
save his neighbor”.
Chivalry is the ideal of
our explorers. An ideal
they took from the past
to act in present time.
We are not merely
nostalgic dreamers, but
we are dreamers, not in
fantasy but in reality. Our dream is to serve. It is a dream we
took from the past, looking to those knights, soldiers and monks.
It implies temporal and spiritual duties.

I cannot “Be Ready” without knowing exactly what I am
supposed to do. The source is the Explorer law. Our fathers
gave us that law which is, in a way, that link I received from
the past in order to serve in the present.
If every day, I meditate on that law, I will understand how the
Explorer movement, the Chivalry of modern times, will
penetrate deeply into the soul of our boys and girls and will
transform them into happier and better men and women.
The Explorer Law is a concrete expression of the Gospel; a
practical translation of principles posed by the Decalogue.
Our law emerges in the heart of children and opens up into the
most beautiful Christian virtues that nature and God’s grace
make fruitful.
By our way of life, our way to educate in games, an explorer
receives what he needs, physically, by all the skills he receives
at camps, and that which he acquires through the hierarchy.
He acquires the art to manage his life in order to untangle
others. He is a pioneer, a colonist, a missionary.

Drawing the present with the past. How strange?

He also receives what he needs spiritually by the way he lives
our way of life. You can play a game just for fun or in order to
prove something to yourself or to someone else but what is the
purpose? It is a really poor one!

Because our love for God is a reality, we are happy that God
wants us to live and act in this society. A society that is wounded
and fights against nature and humanity without knowing it.

If you do it with the virtues that are included in the law, it is then
another challenge. You are using your skills for your patrol, for
your friends, to excel in your generosity.

It is exactly because we are living most of the time in the nature
that we know the riches of God’s creation. Being close to nature
is being close to God, and to be grounded in reality.

By the law and all the virtues that it claims: virtues of loyalty,
devotion, and purity, an Explorer really becomes a knight ready
to serve.

Recalling my summer camps, there is one memory that I like to
remember most: Bonfires. At the end of the day, when we had a
wonderful day in which we lived a new experience in our patrol,
in which we have tried to serve our patrol members and formed,
together, a family gathered around the patrol staff, by God’s
grace. Our bodies are tired but our mind is always active
because we are trying to be ready.

Do it without reserve, without rest, without limit, give all that
you have and you will receive what is most necessary to a
knight: “Be Ready”.

Ready to receive that story given by our Chief or our priest.
That story they heard themselves from their chiefs which means
it comes from a time when the nation's identity was Christian.

!
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Good camps to all and may we have the pleasure to share a
Bonfire once again altogether under the stars of Our Lady.

!

Hoc’h Gouez (E) a Faouëdic
Fr. Hugues Beaugrand, FSSP
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From the desk of the
FNE General
Commissioner and
Founder
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so many different ways.!
!
To the parents reading this newsletter please consider joining the
FNE leadership team or helping in other ways the leaders deliver
the best possible FNE program (transport, shopping for camp,
fundraising, marketing and cooking for the younger youth at
camp). Finally please help spread the word and encourage other
similar like minded families who also want to grow in our faith to
join FNE.!
!
To our FNE boys and girls... always do your best, keep your
promise, embrace and live the FNE law as it applies to your
program level, love and serve one another and embrace the Holy
Eucharist - receive Jesus the FNE way and go to confession as
often as possible. Your leaders will do all that they can to help
you become an ordinary saint.!
!
To friends of FNE please help us further promote what we have to
offer, to recruit leaders and to raise funds through donations from
corporations and private individuals to your local or the National
arm of FNE. Many corporations will not donate to FNE because
of our values and beliefs thus our request for assistance from
those who would like to see FNE grow further.!
!
Please visit our North-American FNE web page at
www.fneexplorers.com or visit our Face Book page under the
name of Federation of North-American Explorers (FNE) to read
stories and see photos of our youth in action. Lastly I wish to
recognize my special Envoy for new groups wishing to start up in
the USA Chris Hasson for his extraordinary work to help to screen
potential parties interested in joining FNE, this is a very
challenging task - thank you Akela Chris!!
!
On closing please pray for the protection of our youth, leaders
and movement in all ways both here in North-America and for our
brothers and sisters in Europe. We will develop many long term
friendships at Eurojam where about 60 FNE youth and leaders
are attending this massive camp in France in August with some
10,000 of our brothers and sisters being together!!
!
Yours in Christ!
!
Paul Ritchi!

!
Dear Brothers and Sisters... it is with a
sense of deep joy, appreciation and amazement as I look at how
our FNE family is growing across North-America. Thanks to your
hard work and the extra ordinary dedication as FNE leaders to
make our FNE movement available to a growing number of youth
and thereby by extension the fruits of your efforts into their
families. We as FNE are a Christ centered youth movement that
when all is said and done we really have only one mission - to
serve God, the youth entrusted to our care while at FNE activities
and thereby by extension to help save souls. In the end nothing
else really matters. !
!
We thank the many parents who have either searched out FNE or
found FNE through friends or their Parish and by then enrolling
their son or daughter into the program and in some cases better
still to join our FNE leadership team. We need more leaders
especially female leaders!!
!
To our growing team of dedicated volunteer leaders we thank you
for your dedication, time, sweat, hard effort and personal
sacrifices to help make FNE work. Following Jesus is not easy
and anything good or sustainable requires much hard work and at
times personal sacrifice.!
!
Our FNE program would not be possible if it was not for the
pioneering hard work over the years undertaken by our brothers
and sisters in Europe through our home movement known as the
Union International of Guides and Scouts of Europe (UIGSE).
We are recognized by the Vatican as a Pontifical youth
movement. Did you know that the greatest single source of
Priests or Sisters in France comes from our movement? Just last
week Father Joseph Metz-Noblat who grew up in our movement
was notified that Pope Francis has just appointed him to be the
Bishop of Langres in the Haute-Marne. From our hearts we thank
our brothers and sisters for inviting us into the larger UIGSE
family and to provide us with a program and uniform that comes
with a proven track record that remains true to its ideals or values
regardless of external and at times even internal pressures.!
!
The joy of the youth, their leaders and
their families as to the positive impact
on all FNE members in such positive
profound ways is becoming more and
more evident as I communicate with
the various Group Leaders across
Canada and the USA. The stories
shared are very similar as to the
struggle to make the decision to join
FNE and then to put into action a
program that continuously evolves
that then becomes ever more
exciting, challenging, rewarding,
spiritual, service, and fun oriented.
Father (soon to be Bishop) Joseph
The more that we all put into our
FNE family the more we all grow in
Noblat then and now

!!
!!
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Metz-
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Where to find us

We are happy and blessed to have had such wonderful growth for the
FNE this year. The map above shows where you can find us. Our
established groups are here to stay, and most of them have their own
websites or facebook pages. If you need help finding a group in your
area, or want to know more about possibly starting an FNE group, email
FNE Envoy in the US Chris Hasson at akela@northstarexplorers.org or
General Commissioner Paul Ritchi at paul.ritchi@gmail.com. 	


!
!

FNE Groups:	

Four Arrows FNE (Toronto CA)	

North Star FNE (Philadelphia/Southern NJ)	

Stella Maris FNE (Miami FL)	

Crusaders of the Holy Cross FNE (Atlanta GA)	

Mount Monadnock FNE (Richmond NH)	

Fr. Sebastian Rasle FNE (Oakland ME)	

Northern Lights FNE (Madison WI)	

Pope Blessed John Paul II FNE (Houston/Sugar Land TX)	

1st St. Patrick Timber Wolf Den (Ottawa)	

1st St. Stephen FNE (Sacramento CA)	

El Camino Real FNE (Oceanside/San Diego CA)	

St. Pius X FNE (Toronto)	

Niagara River FNE (Niagara Falls, NY)	

Archbishop Carroll FNE (Washington D.C.)	


!

To be named, but in formation:	

Midland, Ontario	

Quebec City, Quebec	

Charles Town, WV	

Detroit, MI 	


!!
!!
!!
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We've got many cities in our development plan in different stages.
Contact us to find out more. We've got interest or developing groups in
Virginia, Florida, Louisiana, Nebraska, Washington State, California,
Michigan, New Mexico, Maryland, Connecticut, Long Island,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Kansas among other places. 	


!

We offer complete program support, uniform, manuals and handbooks,
and a time tested program with the support of the Holy Father as an
association of the faithful of pontifical right. We consider the needs of
both boys and girls, with programs for both that allow them to grow as
the unique individuals God has created them to be. We will assist you in
obtaining insurance for your group and when you need help as you grow
in our movement, you have access to our leadership by email or phone
whenever you have a question. We also offer online and regional
training programs from FNE and FSE leadership to help you understand
the method and pedagogy of our movement to help build a Catholic
culture and brotherhood through the FNE in North America. 	


!

We also have the opportunity for camps and pilgrimage in Europe with
our European brothers or sisters. We are a lifelong program and
welcome college students and young adults 17-25 to take part in our
Wayfarer Explorer program for both men and women. The adventure
continues for a lifetime with the FNE. Help us build this Christ centered
Catholic Explorer movement by leading or donating to our organization.
We have no paid staff, so every dime donated to the FNE goes directly
to support the youth and our program in North America. 	


!
!
!
!
!
!
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